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Abstract: In this paper, we explore the influence of influencers in the digital space and their impact on society. The 
research involved 375 intentional sampled respondents who are social media followers. The findings revealed that TikTok 
is the most popular platform for influencers, followed by Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, Snapchat, and Twitter. 
Influencers predominantly create entertainment and gaming content, with art and skills, social issues, education, and 
religion following suit. The study highlights that influencers are crucial in shaping societies by providing attractive and 
concise information and experiences, fostering development and support among their followers. The author suggests 
enhancing influencers' skills through workshops and training programs, focusing on positive interactions, humanitarian 
aspects, and support for affected sectors, particularly therapeutic institutions. 

Keywords: digital media; social media influencers SMI; society.  
 

1. Introduction 

The influence of the new media led to fundamental changes in the relationship between the sender and the receiver within 
the media environment, causing dialectical reflections on traditional media concepts. Many specialists attribute this to the 
huge amount of media messages pumped out by content makers, attracting audiences and advertisers, after the decline of 
the audience of traditional media to new media [1] . Suppose the twentieth century was considered the era of mass 
communication. In that case, the twenty-first century has become the era of social media, where technological variables 
have dominated the audience. Not only media messages through the old traditional means of press, radio and television, 
and the collapse of the geographical barriers that separated the Countries, the face of the new communication 
phenomenon, led to the growing role of influencers that crossed barriers between people, supported by the growing 
influence and spread of the English language, which facilitated human interaction between peoples [1]. 

The phenomenon of social networking began in 1997 AD, and Degrees Six was the first of these sites to provide the 
opportunity to put personal files for users on the site, as well as the ease of commenting on the news on the site, and 
exchanging messages with the rest of the subscribers, and if Degrees Six is the pioneer of social networking sites While 
Myspace opened wide doors for this type of site. It has achieved tremendous success since its inception in 2003. Then 
social networking sites appeared, but the distinguishing feature was the emergence of Facebook, which enabled its users 
to exchange information among themselves and allow friends to access their files. Personality [2]. 

Social media is progressively being used as a virtual arena to discuss all types of subjects, including those related to 
politics. As a result, analyzing online content, for example, to predict election outcomes, has become a popular and 
challenging field of research. On social media, users spontaneously express themselves on political topics, often motivated 
by specific events in social life [3]. 

Influencers began with the emergence of applications and the expansion of the Internet in the communication 
environment, which contributed to their increase. The more active applications, the greater their pioneers, and the more 
attracted a wide audience of followers looking for what satisfies their needs in terms of acquiring knowledge and searching 
for multiple and different satisfactions . Influencers produce knowledge that satisfies the audience’s needs using 
appropriate social media methods, such as TikTok, Snapchat and Instagram [4]. 

Several research has focused on employing influencers as a tool for business marketing. Some focus on the standpoint of 
influencers and media professionals, and some focus on the content design influencers use in their posts. And the third 
part focuses on the appeal of influencers. In this article, the focus is on reviewing the impact of influencers on social 
networks in society and their reflections on values, cultures, and concepts. 

1.1. Problem statements 

Social media has become an outlet for people all over the world. Some influencers have been able to attract the hearts of 
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their followers through content and methods that match their daily lives, often far from artificiality, as people follow the 
influencer who is close to them and who can communicate with him easily and in shorter ways than those traditional 
methods in any time they want. Social media influencers (SMIs) are now very well-known by social media followers and 
advertisers. Social media influencers can be celebrities; However, not all celebrities are influencers [5]. SMI has many 
different interests, such as entertainment, fashion, food, etc. They share their opinions on their personal blogs, then quickly 
turn to social media platforms like Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, and, more newly, TikTok to attract the attention of 
their followers [4]. Now the world has gone from text to image to video. Given the diversity of social media audiences, 
it is very important for marketers to make proper SMI investments in effective platforms. 

Social influencers are a new group of independent, outside supporters who make public their attitudes through activism 
on social media. Typically, social media influencers initiate content promoting certain brands in an effort to attract 
audiences and gain brand recognition [6]. 

The cooperation of influencers with international companies and large brands increased their importance, so it was natural 
for these people to follow many people. The author, through his follow-up to a group of influencers on communication 
sites for the masses, and his preliminary field survey of the opinions of some of the followers, inferred the existence of 
differences in their point of view on the influencers’ role in the digital environment and their effect in societies. Some of 
them are opponents, some are hesitant, and some support the idea that they contribute to enhancing knowledge and 
refining ideas and opinions . This encouraged the researcher to try to identify these opinions through this study, whose 
problem revolves around finding out the extent of the influence of “influential” digital content makers in societies, which 
provide different content in form and content and different ways of presentation. Accordingly, the problem was 
determined by answering a question. The following questions: 

1. What are the most platforms through which influencers communicate with the community? 

2. What content do influencers publish via social media platforms? 

3. What is the influencers’ role in the digital era and their impact on society? 

4. Are there significant differences in followers’ responses about the influencer’s role due to: age, years of usage, and 
educational qualification? 

1.2. The Importance  

Recently, interest in social media influencers has increased, as they have a prominent role in presenting views and opinions 
and directly influencing people on various issues of concern to society, as they are considered attractive factors for some 
companies and institutions that provide services to a diverse audience, which helps them to define their targets in the 
markets and reach them accurately. The author hopes that the results of the article will be of benefit to those interested in 
community issues, in addition to recommendations that shed light on the role of influencers in the digital environment 
and their impact on societies. The article can also provide a clear vision for those in charge of managing social media 
about the influencers' advantages or disadvantages in society so that they can take appropriate measures. 

1.3. The aims  

The article aims to display the most prominent platforms through which social media influencers access society, the 
content they publish or broadcast, and thus their role and impact on society. The article also aims to discover the significant 
differences in the followers’ responses about the role of social media influencers according to age, years of usage, and 
educational qualification. 

1.4. Terminology  

*Influencers: The increase in social media influence has increased the number of new applications known as YouTubers, 
bloggers, or influencers, all of which are names for people who present and create content that has an impact on the 
audience[7]. Accordingly, influencers can be defined as people who use social media to spread their ideas and opinions 
through text or video posts or live broadcasts, and they usually have followers who are affected by them, so they change 
their behavior accordingly, positively, or negatively. 

*The digital environment: A set of electronic means, tools and applications that allow the individual to freely publish, 
transfer and obtain information via the Internet, with the help of some computer programs, and helps to communicate and 
share between him and others electronically, thus breaking the barriers of time and place[8]. The digital environment is 
the climate that allows individuals to access each other through applications via the Internet. These applications, through 
their users, affect individuals, change their behaviors and ideas, and contribute to learning, education, and the acquisition 
of experiences. Among the most important tools of the digital environment are social media applications such as Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, TikTok... etc. 
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2. Literature Review 

The two-phase communication flow model is an appropriate theoretical background for the topic. The model suggests 
that opinion formation is not an individual process but a collective one.  Personal communication is the influencing factor 
in the formation of opinions, and there are individuals within the groups who try to view the mass media and convey its 
content to the rest of the group members . Most group members get information from direct contact with opinion leaders 
and not from direct communication. In the end, we find that personal communication plays an essential role in forming 
and guiding public opinion, and that opinion leaders represent an important element, being the mediator between 
individuals and the communication media [9]. 

Opinion leaders are the most prominent influencers in public opinion, who represent the most important variable in the 
cognitive construction of the theory of information flow, as they receive the message from the means of communication 
and then transmit it to the public according to their personal vision and interpretation of this message with the intention 
of producing a specific effect that may agree with or disagree with the message. Indeed, this model appeared when there 
was no social media and therefore interactive and live broadcasts did not exist. However, with the advent of live 
broadcasting and instantaneous dialogue, this communication has become like direct personal communication. 

The magic bullet theory is another model that can be a theoretical background to the subject, which means that 
"individuals are affected by the content of the media outlet automatically and directly, and this theory also assumes that 
the media has a strong and direct influence on the individual and societies similar to the bullet in its impact, but its effect 
is short-term"[10]. The theory also assumes that the message reaches the members of society in a similar way, that is, that 
each individual receives it in the same way, meaning that there are no differences between individuals in their interaction 
with it . It also assumes that the recipient always responds strongly to the message he receives, as individuals receive 
information from the media directly without the presence of media [11]. 

Social media is described as “the democratization of information, the transformation of people from content readers into 
publishers, the shift from a one-way broadcast to a multi-to-one model broadcast, and these are rooted in conversations 
between influencers and people.” [12] (p.37). Hence, producing, creating and distributing any content is also very easy 
because it does not require people to know any technology of these platforms to eventually become a content creator or 
influencer as indicated by Labrecque [13]. 

Social media is increasingly infiltrating the lives of Internet users. The latest figures show that there are expected to be 
4.89 billion social media users worldwide in 2023 - an increase of 6.5% from last year. It's also 2.2 billion more than the 
number of social media users in 2017, which is a whopping 79.1% jump in just five years. The average annual growth 
rate during this period was 10.2%. Going forward, while the number of social media users continues to increase, the 
growth rate is expected to stabilize. The average annual growth rate from 2023 to 2027 is expected to be 5%, as shown in 
the following figure: 

 
Fig. 1: Global social media users (2017-2027)                       Source: oberlo.com 

The phenomenon of influencers has expanded through social media, who have emerged as a military group that occupies 
a distinct area in society and plays an increasingly important role over time. Despite the criticism directed at social media 
influencers, it is difficult to discover the secrets of the spread of this phenomenon. It is no secret that influencers have 
become attractions that are resorted to in most fields, whether humanitarian issues, fashion, advertising, marketing, etc. 
[14]. Influencers are the new players in the public media space who contribute to the marketing of goods and services, 
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especially on social networking sites, such as Instagram. Among the influencers are groups of famous artists or star 
athletes. They can also promote goods for huge sums that may exceed what they get from the clubs they play in. Unlike 
traditional marketing campaigns, influencers’ fees are paid in advance, not after the end of the campaign, and the impact 
is not limited to commercial products. Rather, it goes beyond it to political, social and environmental activities [15] 

An influencer is a content creator primarily on social media platforms to build relationships based on trust and authenticity 
with his audience and interact online with his like-minded people through different business models with the aim of 
generating income. The main features of the influencer are [16]: 

• Content creation, i.e., the service provided by influencers. 

• Commercial intent, driven by direct revenue from brands (monetary and non-monetary), revenue from audience 
participation or through platform compensation. 

• Monetization, ie revenue generation through various business models (including but not limited to influencer 
marketing). 

• Trust and authenticity, ie the audience's trust in the source of influence, and the perceived authenticity and relatability 
of the content. 

An influencer is a person who has an audience that they entertain through a channel and who uses blogs, posts, tweets, 
and other social media to impact the audience's circumstances. Therefore, social media influencers as a contemporary 
phenomenon on social media represent endorsement practices by people with a sizable following on social media with 
the intention of boosting online engagement of the endorsed good or service or Influencers are thought of as content 
producers with an audience they can trust. 

Influencers can spark social impact more than many people think. The influence is getting wider at the local or global 
levels, with millions of impressionable followers who have a tendency to imitate others. The influence of the influencers 
in this quantity is as great as the relationship between a huge forest fire and the size of the spark that ignited it. Influencers 
have high abilities to persuade others, and some of them have close relations with the decision-making authorities. 
Therefore, everyone who enters the world of influencers is required to employ even a small part of his influence to work 
in the field of public reform, and for this to be an essential part of his program. Influencers in society also have a role in 
leading these societies by using the language of dialogue and calm in solving all problems, repelling damage and restoring 
an atmosphere of trust [17]. 

The advent of social media has taken the influencer marketing scene to an unprecedented level, with many ordinary people 
turning into social media influencers. Aw et al revealed that content attributes (that is, status and experience) and 
interaction strategies (that is, interaction and self-disclosure) positively affect social relationships, then lead to high 
purchase intent [18]. 

Social media influencers should be seen as content creators and media entrepreneurs with a significant impact on 
consumer decisions. However, social media interaction makes quality standards such as “correctness of information” or 
“professionalism of film/image production” more problematic for influencers as their audience and the public can 
instantly comment on and rate content and share their opinions with influencers' followers. Social media influencers with 
the largest audiences fall in the categories of gaming as well as comedy and entertainment. Following at a distance, 
although quite close to each other, are the categories of food and cooking, fashion, and lifestyle; as well as beauty and 
cosmetics. Not far behind are news and politics and travel and outdoors. Such data showed that social media celebrity 
content is not restricted to specific content categories [19]. 

The content that influencers produce depends to a large extent on the effectiveness of the content. This may be due to 
users believing that UGC contains more reliable and up-to-date information than other branded sources. If influencers 
create content that relates to a brand that interests users, it creates stronger relationships with their followers. Therefore, 
followers begin their relationship with influencers through the content and the platform. In general, social media 
influencers focus on increasing the number of followers they have and increasing product knowledge among their 
followers, influencing the purchase intent of their fans. This means that influencers' branded media content has a vital 
effect on followers' brand awareness and purchasing decisions [20]. 

Since the information on social media has become accessible, research has begun using the information found on social 
networks. It has been noted that many news and events are published on micro-blogging sites before being published or 
broadcast through visual, audio and print news sources. This is due to the rapid flow of information on social networks 
that can reach millions of people in seconds. In this context, social media can be considered one of the most important 
sources of information influencing public opinion [21]. 

Social media influencers (SMIs) comprise different roles, some of which have traditionally been occupied by separate 
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actors. SMIs can serve the roles of moderator, content distributor, creative content producer, community manager, 
strategic advisor, and event host. Combining these roles into just one actor opens new opportunities for strategic 
communication. These roles, as well as other functions that SMI performs for organizations, can also help define the 
concept of SMI more precisely. Thus, from a strategic communication perspective, social media influencers (SMIs) can 
be considered external actors who have established many relationships of specific quality with organizational stakeholders 
and influence them through content generation, content dissemination, interaction, and individual appearance on the social 
web [22]. 

Influencers (SMIs) have gotten to be a considerable force within the marketing field, with numerous leading brands 
choosing to utilize SMI support for their products and brands. The attributes of influencers impact the seen open image 
of the item within the minds of followers [23]. The increased social media use for a long time has empowered clients to 
get tremendous amounts of data from different sources. Today's exceptional technological advancements empower social 
media influencers to construct effective engagements with their supporters. This intelligence impacted, in a way, young 
people's behaviors, attitudes, and choices [24]. 

Recent studies on influencers (SMIs) outline their potential in making a difference brands gain consideration and construct 
credibility with shoppers, especially when brands are reacting to rising buyer desires by locks in with social causes. The 
writing appears distinctive values connecting influencers and customers  [25]. 

Social media influencers positively and significantly affected the intent to purchase products through social networks and 
increased purchase intent and a strong personality can create a positive brand image [26]. Most celebrities have curated 
their content across multiple social media platforms. In the world of fashion, Instagram has become an absolute must 
along with YouTube (100 per cent of all fashion celebrities run Instagram accounts), Facebook is still a must for gamers 
(95 per cent of all gaming celebrities run Facebook accounts), and in the fashion world they still hire Snapchat to expand 
their reach (90 per cent). Traditional locations play second fiddle to both types of influencers [19]. 

Some characteristics affect the role of social media, such as gender, experience, trustworthiness, credibility, quality, 
informational value, and attractiveness. It has a medium to high correlation with customer engagement and purchase 
intent. The credibility of influencers affects purchase intent more than any other attribute [27]. Recent research suggests 
that dealing with social media influencers can be both beneficial and harmful for expectant and new parents. At present, 
it is not clear how exposure to benefits or harm affects personal experiences and decision-making [28].  

Influencers' communication is persuasive, especially since they use different techniques and strategies to make effective 
and persuasive arguments. In other words, they are employed in a persuasive speech to obtain benefits, and everyone 
must use them to achieve success in his persuasive speech. Persuasion techniques are designed to sell a product, idea, 
concept, or suggestion [29]: 22). Perloff (2017: 8), defines persuasion as: “…a symbolic process in which communicators 
try to convince other people to change their attitudes or behaviours regarding an issue”. In other words, persuasion is 
based on just trying to convince others to change their attitudes on something, but it would be necessary to consider that 
addressees are always going to be able to decide if they want to have their attitude changed [30].   

The increasing prevalence of advertising on social media has led to people distrusting social media influencers. Although 
most followers prefer an accurate, professional, and honest ad, the influencer's image influences their attitudes [31]. 
Influencers strongly affect audiences by propagating specific concepts (ideology, consumerism, etc.), which in turn affect 
recipients' norms, values, and attitudes [32]. Many journalists have emerged in the public sphere as influencers on social 
media platforms such as Twitter. Studies have shown that they use their digital skills in two directions; the first one as a 
digital strategy promoted by the media to attract attention and appeal to the public, with the participation of journalists 
and their comments on daily issues, second to express their opinions and suffering in the context of increasing violence 
and restrictions on freedom of expression [33]. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Method  

The study used a descriptive methodology that focused on discovering information about the characteristics of the 
phenomenon, people, or events. This article will explore the role of social media influencers and their impact on society. 
The population is represented by all social media users. The author targeted an intended sample of followers of social 
networks during the month of April 2023, and the sample consisted of (375) respondents. The following figure shows the 
sample’s demographics: 
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Fig. 2: shows the sample’s demographics.                 Source: by the author depending on spss analysis 

The figure above shows that 48.0% of the sample are from the age group of 35 years or less, followed by the age group 
from 36 to 50 years at a rate of 34.2%, and finally over 51 years at a rate of 17.8%. Regarding the years of usage in the 
digital environment, 39.7% for 11 years and over, followed by the category from 6 to 10 years with a rate of 35.6%. 
Finally, the category of 5 years or less, with a rate of 24.7%. The highest percentage in educational qualification was for 
individuals holding a bachelor's degree or less, 68.5%. Then the master's degree by 19.2%, and finally the doctoral degree 
by 12.3%. 

3.2. Data Collection  
The data required for the article were collected through the questionnaire developed for this purpose, in addition to the 
secondary data obtained from library sources, previous literature, specialized international periodicals, scientific theses, 
and references related to the role of influencers in the digital environment and their impact on societies. 

3.3. The validity and reliability  
To determine the tool's validity, it was presented to five media professors, who confirmed its integrity and applicability 
for research purposes. Before being distributed, it had been adjusted based on the reporters' evaluations as well as 
suggestions. The degree of reliability of the questionnaire was (88.5%) according to the Cronbach alpha stability 
coefficient, which is a high percentage. 
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4. Results 

4.1. The most platforms used by influencers.  

Table 1: Sample’s responses about the most platforms used by influencers. 
platform frequency ratio 
Tik Tok 370 98.7% 
Instagram 326 86.9% 
Facebook 240 64.0% 
Snap Chat 150 40.0% 
You tube  326 86.9% 
Twitter 23 6.1% 

Source: by the author depending on spss analysis 

The table above shows that Tik Tok is the platform on which influencers appear the most, and it got 98.7% of the sample’s 
responses, followed by Instagram and YouTube with 86.9% each, then Facebook with 64.0%, then Snapchat with 40.0%, 
while the last platform was Twitter with 6.1% .  

 
Fig. 3: shows most platforms used by influencers source: by the author depending on spss analysis 

4.2. The most content that influencers broadcast via platforms 

Table 2: Sample’s responses about the most content that influencers broadcast via platforms 
content  frequency ratio 
political 123 32.8% 
social 302 80.5% 
religious  216 57.6% 
Economic  40 10.7% 
Arts and skills 311 82.9% 
entertainment, comedy  357 95.2% 
educational   247 65.9% 
Lifestyle, beauty, fitness 320 85.3% 
Gaming, sport, and competitions  357 95.2% 

Source: by the author depending on spss analysis 

The table above shows that influencers on social networks focused their content on “entertainment” and “games” 95.2% 
each, followed by “arts and skills” 82.9%, then “social” content 80.5%. Then came the "educational" content, 65.9%, and 
the "religious" content, 57.6%. And before the last was the political content at 32.8%, while the lowest was the “economic” 
content at 10.7%. 
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Fig. 4: shows content that influencers broadcast via platforms     source: by the author depending on spss analysis 

4.3. The Role and Influencing of social media influencers 

Table  3: sample’s responses about the Role and Influencing of social media influencers 
item mean Standard deviation level 
Social media influencers (SMIs) promote ethical values and principles 
and encourage community service. 3.782 0.775 high 

SMIs build on an interactive environment that nurtures the acquisition of 
skills and knowledge in society. 3.775 0.720 high 

SMIs play an active and essential role in civic life 3.743 0.785 high 
SMIs provide credible content and information. 3.734 0.774 high 
SMIs work to gain public opinion by drawing the attention of society to 
important issues. 3.729 0.801 high 

SMIs through their programs create an open environment for information 
exchange. 3.726 0.785 high 

SMIs support humanitarian causes. 3.714 0.796 high 
SMIs display their content in proportion to different age groups. 3.593 0.798 middle 
SMIs contribute to the development of creativity in society. 3.579 0.785 middle 
SMIs support small businesses and healing organizations. 3.527 0.846 middle 
Total mean 3.690 0.7865 high 

Source: by the author depending on spss analysis 

The table above shows that the total mean for the (Role and Influencing of social media influencers) axis is (3.690) at a 
high level. It is noted that the item “Social media influencers (SMIs) promote ethical values and principles and encourage 
community service” is the highest, as it has achieved a mean of (3.782), followed by the item “SMIs build on an interactive 
environment that nurtures the acquisition of skills and knowledge in society” with a mean of (3.775), while the item 
"SMIs play an active and essential role in civic life" has come third with a mean of (3.743), followed by the item "SMIs 
provide credible content and information" with a mean of (3.734). The item "SMIs work to gain public opinion by drawing 
the attention of society to important issues", has come fifth with a mean of (3.527) and a middle level. 

4.4. The Statistically significant differences in the sample's responses  
To test whether there were statistically significant differences in the responses of the sample individuals according to the 
different demographic factors, the One-Way Anova test was used, as shown in Table (4): 
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Table 4: The statistically significant differences of the sample's responses according to demographics variables by using 
one-way Anova analysis 

Variable Source of 
Variance 

sum of 
squares 

degree of 
freedom 

Calculated 
F value 

table F 
value Sig. 

Age 
Between Groups 1.510 2 

.411 1.52 0.898 Within Groups 31.440 73 
total 32.940 75 

Usage 
duration 

Between Groups .034 2 
.529 1.52 1.143 Within Groups 32.9167 73 

total 32.950 75 

Educational 
qualification 

Between Groups 4.518 2 
.715 1.52 1.009 Within Groups 28.432 73 

total 32.950 57 
Source: by the author depending on spss analysis 

The data of the above table shows the following: 

1- Age: The calculated value of F is (0.898) and its tabular value is (1.52). According to the decision rule, which states 
that if the calculated F value is less than the tabular value of F, this means accepting the null hypothesis, which states that 
“there are no significant differences in arithmetic mean of sample's responses about the influencers’ role in the digital 
environment as to age.” This is confirmed by the level of significance (0.411), which is greater than 5%. 

2- Years of presence in the digital environment: The calculated value of F is (1.143) and its tabular value is (1.52). 
According to the decision rule, which states that if the calculated F value is less than the tabular value of F, this means 
accepting the null hypothesis, which states that “there are no significant differences in arithmetic mean of sample's 
responses about the influencers’ role in the digital environment as to years of digital environment usage”. This is 
confirmed by the level of significance (0.529), which is greater than 5%. 

3- Academic qualification: The calculated value of F is (1.009) and its tabular value is (1.52).According to the decision 
rule, which states that if the calculated F value is less than the tabular value of F, this means accepting the null hypothesis, 
which states that “there are no significant differences in arithmetic mean of sample's responses about the influencers’ role 
in the digital environment as to the academic qualification”. This is confirmed by the level of significance (0.715), which 
is greater than 5%. 

5. Discussion 

The results showed that Tik Tok is the platform on which influencers appear the most, followed by Instagram and 
YouTube at the same level, then Facebook, then Snapchat, while the last platform is Twitter. Influencers post opinions 
on their blogs and then use social platforms, Instagram, YouTube, Facebook and, more lately, Tik Tok to attract followers 
[4]. This is consistent with the digitalization and the transition of the world from text to images and then to video clips. 
A new change has occurred in the digital environment which is audience diversity in social media, it became very essential 
for marketers to monetize SMIs on effective platforms [34]. 

Social media also have diversity in their topics. Twitter is a field for critical investigations into information and social 
movements, including climate change. While Instagram is a fashion and beauty fair, YouTube is a platform or channel 
for entertainment and comedy. Despite their differences, there is one characteristic, which is the power of influencers to 
attract audiences. 

According to the results, most of the content that is dealt with by influencers on social networks is “games” and 
“entertainment” content, followed by “art and skills” content, then “social” content, then “educational” and “religious” 
content. The least of these was “economic” content, and this is what Hudders et al. indicated that SMI has various fields 
such as fashion, fun, food, etc., followers [4]. Influencers through their posts have also become role models for young 
people. It appeared that the level of (Role and Influencing of social media influencers) was high. The item "Social media 
influencers (SMIs) promote ethical values and principles and encourage community service" is the highest, followed by 
the item "SMIs build on an interactive environment that nurtures the acquisition of skills and knowledge in society" "SMIs 
play an active and essential role in civic life" came in the third rank, followed by the item "SMIs provide credible content 
and information", and in the fifth rank was the item "SMIs work to gain public opinion by drawing the attention of society 
to important issues", and at the level of average importance. 

Usually in the economic aspect, influencers focus on increasing the number of followers, increasing knowledge of the 
product or information among their followers, and influencing the purchase intent of their fans [20]. This is how social 
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media influencers (SMIs) have become such an essential force for marketing and branding [23] . This means that social 
media influencers (SMIs) combine different roles such as: moderator, content distributor, creative content producer, 
community manager, testimonial, and strategic advisor. But these roles, social media influencers (SMIs) can be considered 
as “external actors who have established a large number of relationships of specific quality to organizational stakeholders 
and influence them through content production, content distribution, interaction, and personal appearance on the social 
web [22]. 

The results also showed that "there are no statistically significant differences in the sample's answers about the role-played 
by influencers in the digital environment according to the variables of age, years of presence in the digital environment, 
and educational qualification. Most people are attracted to the influencer's image and role, with some differences due to 
experience and years of use." And sometimes differences are attributed to gender, experience, and credibility [31], since 
these characteristics are somewhat part of the influencers’ credibility that influences purchase intent and other attitudes 
in society [27]. 

6. Conclusion 

The article aimed to reveal the role of influencers through social media in society. It appeared that TikTok, Instagram, 
and YouTube lead the rest of the social media platforms in the influential presence of celebrities and influencers during 
the current time, and that most of the content is entertainment, games and beauty content. It has also been shown that 
influencers play an important role in societies in making information available and delivering it to followers in a simplified 
and fast manner with a wide range. The influencer also conveys through SM the successful experiences for the follower 
to benefit from. It also shows the importance of having influencers in creating an interactive environment that nurtures 
the acquisition of skills and knowledge in the community, promotes moral values and principles, and encourages 
community service. 

7. Recommendations 

The author recommends the need to enhance the capabilities of influencers to interact more positively with various groups, 
focus on humanitarian aspects, support economically affected sectors and therapeutic institutions, stay away from 
degrading content, and not get involved in making advertisements devoid of credibility. 
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